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Visitors to “I LOOK FOR CLUES IN 
YOUR DREAMS” who happen to be na-
tives of Northern California may feel a 
certain tug or sense of attraction as they 
enter Live Oak Park and approach Berke-
ley Art Center (BAC). For those who do, 
this feeling might be explained by a series 
of brightly painted Magic Hecksagons by 
Richmond artist Kristin Farr adorning the 

bridge that lead to the building. And this is 
just the beginning.    

Now at BAC through Sunday, July 17, 
“DREAMS” is a group show curated by 
Heather Marx that features 29 artworks, 
each of which is inspired by some aspect 
or aesthetic of Northern California. This 
exhibit is extremely compelling, and the 
fun is in the discernment of how each art-

work draws you in, how each excites the 
mind’s eye. 

This show was built around the large-
scale sun-prints by Chris Duncan – great 
swaths of fabric exposed to the sun for 
six months during the winter of 2015; 
and it includes topographical sculptures 
and paintings by Victoria Wagner, fantas-
tic explorations in mixed media by Jenny 
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Grow (Stella-Thiebaud) – detail, by Leo Bersamina, 2016, 108 x 108 inches, acrylic, wood, and glue

BAY VIBES – The current group show at Berkeley Art Center is titled “I LOOK FOR CLUES IN YOUR DREAMS.” It’s all about the aesthetics, the essence of Northern California, 
and it’s an exhibit that resonates with natives. But how? Find out next Thursday, July 14 at 6 p.m. when Rene de Guzman of OMCA will gauge the wavelengths of curator Heather 
Marx and artists Leo Bersamina (above), Chris Duncan, Kristin Farr, Jenny Sharaf, Victoria Wagner and Amber Jean Young. Berkeley Art Center is located at 1275 Walnut St. on 
the edge of Live Oak Park. For more details, turn to page 12.

Vibrations of Northern California emanate from Berkeley Art Center
Sharaf, photographs of NorCal skies sewn 
into quilts by Amber Jean Young, Farr’s 
series of Magic Hecksagons (see page 12), 
and wonderfully impressive installations of 
painted found objects by Leo Bersamina. 

While taking in this show, it’s difficult 
not to be transported back to certain de-

 see page 12




